The determination of binding constants from the slope of the linear (Lineweaver-Burke) forms of the binding equation (above) has several benefits over fitting the binding curve 1 . It should be noted that the linearized form of the binding equations are rigorously true and can be derived from the equilibrium expression using simple algebra.
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3 Very accurate data can be obtained with fewer data points (versus curve fitting) because experimental errors from inaccurate concentration are attenuated in the linearized from. For this method, the accuracy of Keq versus number of data points has been tested in the literature and shown to be highly accurate with 5 data points.
2 These studies even omitted the plateau of the binding curve, 2 which was never the case in our studies. Further, computationally fitting the binding curve introduces indeterminable error from the fitting approximations. Error in the slope of the linear form (Keq) is solely determined by the scatter in data (from residual error in concentration), and the error in Keq is exactly the error in the slope of the line, which can be determined from linear regression. 
